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Segment.01 Hello. I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor of the 1 
Lighthouse Baptist Church in Santa Maria, CA—and your brain 2 
masseur—get ready for your brain massage. 3 
It has been a good week for Life and LIBERTY — two great blows 4 
against the Left's attack on our Constitution: Roe overturned1 and 5 
New York's grab for the Second Amendment barred2 — 6 
discrimination against people of faith regarding the education of 7 
their children struck down by recent SCOTUS ruling that States 8 
CANNOT RESTRICT PARENT'S USE OF TAX-PAYER - "STATE 9 
FUNDS" TO SECULAR SCHOOLS!3 Women's Rights beginning to 10 
gain momentum in sports intruded by perverted men who imagine 11 
themselves to be women so they can compete with women.4 12 
[Hallelujah!] 13 
Have they "released the whirlwind"? Or is America beginning to 14 
recover from one of the most bizarre cases of national temporary 15 
insanity in history? If only something will break on the election 16 
fraud front! Oh, looky here! 17 
Here is a first waking yawn from CNN on the "Big lie" LIE.5 For 18 
trained and astute watchers, this is a wobbling of the wind vane 19 
there at CNN — It suggests "they" see a wind change coming and 20 
they are bracing for the COMING STORM. Their big lie about the 21 
"BIG LIE" is about to collapse. 2000 mules are stampeding the 22 

                                     
1 887.5.2-FULL TEXT OF ROE RULING 19-1392 Dobbs v. Jackson Women’s Health Organization (06_24_2022): 
https://www.newsweek.com/read-supreme-court-ruling-overturning-roe-v-wade-1716972 
2 https://www.supremecourt.gov/opinions/21pdf/20-843_7j80.pdf 
3 https://washingtonstand.com/news/discrimination-ends-today-supreme-court-strikes-down-law-excluding-religious-schools 
4 https://washingtonstand.com/news/following-finas-lead-athletes-and-governing-bodies-step-up-to-the-plate-for-womens-sports 
5 https://ijr.com/trump-cnn-reportedly-put-clamp-using-big-lie/ 
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Demoncrat stronghold that has barred the voice of the PEOPLE in 23 
our elections. Meanwhile, TX GOP declares BIDEN win FAKE! 24 
Let's hope we get full recovery soon. Because right now, while the 25 
CCP Navy is launching new state of the art WARSHIPS, our Navy 26 
launches — a PRONOUN VIDEO:6 while Biden's woke-ideologue 27 
military is driving young men — you know, the sort of MEN that 28 
ARE MEN that defend the US? — AWAY from service in the 29 
armed forces.7 30 
So, what we can't get to today I'll elaborate on tonight and 31 
tomorrow night on COMFORT AND COUNSEL FOR THE 32 
PRESENT DISTRESS — around 8ish in the evening live through 33 
our FB page — Lighthouse Baptist Church—Santa Maria. 34 
My friends — it's a good day for liberty and a rallying cry to 35 
ADVANCE against the forces of darkness — get ready for your 36 
BRAIN MASSAGE® — 37 
[TRUTH] 38 
IT has been a great week for LIFE & LIBERTY — the implications 39 
of today's ruling on Roe and yesterday's ruling on the RIGHT to 40 
KEEP and BEAR ARMS is a refreshing first step of a return to 41 
SANITY—the FIRST LINE in the court's ruling will be the SHOT 42 
HEARD AROUND THE WORLD: "The Constitution does not 43 
confer a right to abortion; Roe and Casey are overruled; and the 44 
authority to regulate abortion is returned to the people and their 45 
elected representatives. Pp. 8–79." 46 
Biden, who disagreed with the "reasoning" of the 1973 decision 47 
conferring a "right" to kill babies in the wombs of their mothers 48 
and said the Court "went too far." 49 

                                     
6 https://washingtonstand.com/commentary/china-launches-warship-us-navy-launches-pronoun-video See also: 
https://ijr.com/china-third-aircraft-carrier-different-from-anything-else-on-the-seas/ 
7 https://washingtonstand.com/news/military-wokeness-makes-it-difficult-for-young-people-to-serve-under-this-president-
congressman- 
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He actually said, "A woman does not have the sole right to say what 50 
should happen to her body"? [IBID] Well, now, that's just weird. 51 
Joe gets it wrong even when he's right! Ever the bungling Biden—52 
but the point is, he was against Roe before he was for it! A woman 53 
certainly has a right of say with regard to what happens to her body 54 
— but not the sole right to say what happens to the totally 55 
individual, and unique body of the PERSON growing in her womb. 56 
Actions taken with reference to her body that impact the life of the 57 
baby growing in her womb—well, maybe that's what he meant! 58 
Then, a decade later, Biden voted to support the Human Life 59 
Federalism Amendment, which would have allowed states to 60 
overturn Roe, that stressed, "the right to abortion is not secured by 61 
this Constitution."8 The Bill never passed the Senate, and a year 62 
later when it came up again, he voted against it—so, you see, he 63 
grew into the Demoncrat that he is today. 64 
Today, he is calling the decision of the Court a "sad day for our 65 
country."9 Leading up to the public revealing of the Court's vote, 66 
Biden said such a decision would be "ridiculous," and warned of a 67 
"mini-revolution."10 In remarks today he declared that he "ordered" 68 
— did he say, "Commanded"? — oh, here it is, he DIRECTED the 69 
HHS Department to "take steps to make sure abortion and 70 
contraception medications are available 'to the fullest extent 71 
possible.'"11 He is planning to protect a woman's right to travel 72 
across state lines to murder her baby! And bloviated "the health 73 
and life of the women of our nation are now at risk." He called for 74 
the "voters" to make their voices heard — 75 
But Biden knows he does not need anyone to vote this or that way 76 
— he said so during his campaign — remember? — Biden told 77 

                                     
8 https://nypost.com/2022/05/04/biden-once-voted-to-overturn-roe-v-wade/ 
9 https://dailycaller.com/2022/06/24/joe-biden-supreme-court-roe-v-wade-voters-midterms/ 
10 https://dailycaller.com/2022/06/09/joe-biden-mini-revolution-supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade/ 
11 https://www.npr.org/2022/06/24/1107360710/biden-suprume-court-overturn-roe-v-wade-abortion 
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Michigan voters "I don't need you to get me elected, I need you 78 
once I'm elected."12 He knows the "DOMINION" stealing machines 79 
— by the way, those who have read my book are catching on—one 80 
of our faithful listeners and new friend of the Brain Masseur, 81 
contacted us to point out how intriguing it is that the machines 82 
used to steal our right to choose our representatives — to 83 
effectively steal the DOMINION from the PEOPLE, is called the 84 
DOMINION machines — thank you Larry Keast — he 85 
recommends you get God's War—Scheidbach to understand what 86 
all of this is all about! If you have trouble spelling Scheidbach, 87 
search God's War Jerry — that'll work. I just tested it. Top of the 88 
hit list: God's War: Why Christians Should Rule the World: Dr. 89 
Jerry Scheidbach — Hardcover - Large Print, January 1, 2019 by 90 
Dr. Jerry Scheidbach (Author) 7 ratings Kindle $9.99 Read with 91 
Our Free App • Hardcover from $50.00 • 2 Used from $50.00 • 92 
Print length 532 pages • Language English • Publisher Distinctively 93 
Baptist Publications • Publication date January 1, 2019 ISBN-10 94 
0982211066. Hardback $50.00??? And that's an Amazon link?? 95 
What's going on? That book is priced on Amazon at 24.95 plus 96 
shipping — even if they add shipping, it should not come to $50 97 
bucks. Go to www.booksatdbp.com — and the "at" is the word at, 98 
not the symbol you use in an email address. You can get it there for 99 
24.95 and get some massive discounts for bulk purchases. 100 
www.booksatdbp.com.  101 
Biden knew the Dominion stealing machines were programmed to 102 
give him the win then — and he knows elections are rigged again 103 
— I think the lying, plagiarist, CCP puppet traitor is signaling his 104 
fellow devils that the ROE decision provides motivation to fire up 105 
the DEMONCRATS (by the way, that's the crowd that believes in 106 
an occultocracy — or Abaddonocracy, here is a good one, an 107 
Apollyonocracy—Beelzebubocracy—. Okay, okay! 108 

                                     
12 https://conservativefiringline.com/joe-biden-to-michigan-voters-i-dont-need-you-to-get-me-elected-video/ 
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But here is the point — Satan is making a bid for America and he is 109 
pointing to the innocent blood over more than 60 million legally 110 
murdered babies, and the gross perversion of homo-sexuality — 111 
defying nature and nature's GOD — as his argument to "move God 112 
against us" to destroy us, and turn us over to his TYRANNICAL 113 
power—the same TYRANNICAL power that is holding China — 114 
the oppression of the RED DRAGON — but GOD knows the 115 
wicked and unreasonable rulers of this land have TAKEN THE 116 
KINGDOM BY FORCE — the wicked Burger Court FORCED the 117 
wicked lie upon us that women have a right to privacy that 118 
includes the right to murder their babies in their wombs — and 119 
while we Christians were "sleeping" — under the spell of Satan's 120 
poppy-preachers. The ones that express the sweet-swelling words 121 
that fill the atmosphere with the poison that if inhaled, puts 122 
Christians to sleep — words like, Christian's have no business in 123 
politics, and Satan is god — of the world — not the LORD GOD 124 
OF HEAVEN AND EARTH, WHO CREATED ALL THINGS — 125 
oh no! The world belongs to Satan! 126 
Get my book, God's War, it explains all of this. Or if you have one 127 
of the 5000 free copies of New Cart Church that we distributed to 128 
our community, go get it, and read it — but let me ask you 129 
something. The Bible refers to Chemosh as god of the Moabites. 130 
Why do you know that mean the Moabites worshipped Moloch, 131 
and that is DOES NOT MEAN the GOD OF HEAVEN is NOT 132 
THE ONLY ONE AND TRUE GOD who CREATED HEAVEN 133 
AND EARTH? The Bible says Moloch is the god of Ammon—why 134 
do you know, right away, without anyone explaining it to you that 135 
does not mean GOD said, leave the Ammonites alone, don't bother 136 
them about Me being the ONE TRUE GOD over ALL MANKIND, 137 
because, actually, I'm not — the fact is, Moloch is the god of 138 
Ammon, not me? Why do you know that it is condemning the 139 
Ammonites for worshipping a FALSE god? But when you read 140 
Satan is god of this world, you think, oh well, the world belongs to 141 
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Satan, Satan is the legitimate god of the world, so let the world 142 
alone—it belongs to Satan! 143 
Satan is "god of this world" in almost exactly the same way Biden is 144 
President of the United States — by FRAUD, by EXTORTION, by 145 
USURPATION. And he is like his father the Devil — a liar, a 146 
plagiarist, a thief, and a traitor! Satan betrayed his Creator, and 147 
Biden betrayed the people—even the silly people who "created 148 
him." 149 
Anyway, I am rejoicing with you today! We began assaulting the 150 
stronghold of abortion some years ago, and started seeing a 151 
movement building to this moment—rejoice, my dear friends, in 152 
your victory. But, you know that while this was a major victory, a 153 
major battle won—it's only one of many battles yet to fight. 154 
"They" — the children of disobedience — "take power by force." 155 
They used the force of bullying to defeat and demoralize you, to 156 
quiet your voice of opposition, and when they cannot demoralize 157 
you by social bullying, they resort to acts of overt oppression, 158 
attacking you physically, and you can expect them to keep their 159 
word, and organize riots in the street — but you know what — I 160 
wonder! I think they know two things. 161 
One, they know we are ready to defend our lives from their 162 
nonsense, and they know the American people have HAD IT UP 163 
TO THEIR NECKS with their nonsense. I don't think another 164 
"summer of love" is going to work well for them—nevertheless, be 165 
prepared! All civil servants ready to honor their oath to PROTECT 166 
and SERVE, be prepared. 167 
Don't let yourself get caught rocking back on your heels like they 168 
did at Uvalde—the people are getting really, really DONE with this 169 
nonsense — America is waking up! These are the first YAWNS of a 170 
NEW DAY DAWNING. 171 
Hold on through the break; I'll be right back! 172 
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Segment.02 Hello. Welcome back! I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor 173 
at the Lighthouse, your brain masseur, and Paul Revere’s lantern 174 
lighter, lighting the lamps in the church belfry arch, signaling the 175 
enemy is on the march, an enemy that would steal from us our 176 
liberty. 177 
Major developments give evidence that America is waking up—178 
let's hope she becomes fully alert before the CCP launches their 179 
attack and our nation under GOD becomes just another of those 180 
many nations before her that turned its back of God and were let 181 
go into the power of HELL. The natural right to life, the natural 182 
right to keep and bear arms, and restoring the recognition of the 183 
natural distinctions between male and females — beginning with 184 
SPORTS! You heard that FINA — the Federation International de 185 
Natation — the group recognized by the International Olympic 186 
Committee for administrating international competition in water 187 
sports. And you know that unseemly, and pathetic males — I 188 
hesitate to call them men — are calling themselves females and 189 
entering into unfair competition against divinely created females, 190 
taking away their dignity and honor and stealing their sport from 191 
them. Well, FINA stepped up to this and ruled that trannys cannot 192 
compete in women's sports. Other organizations for women's 193 
sports are following their lead — It's ABOUT TIME we saw SOME 194 
semblance of SANITY restored against this onslaught of utter 195 
INSANITY. 196 
Then, of course, the two great decisions of the COURT yesterday 197 
and then today — first, the court sent a strong message against all 198 
who would attempt to take away our inalienable right of self 199 
protection, and then, right behind that, sent a power message 200 
restoring our RIGHT TO LIFE. So, the right to life, and the right to 201 
protect it!  202 
Did the Court understand what they were doing, or was it a 203 
coincidence of DIVINE PROVIDENCE that they buttressed the 204 
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TWO fundamental INALIENABLE RIGHTS of mankind — in the 205 
order, first, the right to KEEP AND BEAR ARMS, specifically 206 
under the argument of the RIGHT OF SELF PROTECTION, and 207 
then they ruled on overturning Roe in the face of death threats, 208 
riots, mayhem—in the face of Schumer's pathetic arm flinging 209 
ranting about Kavanaugh and Gorsuch releasing the 210 
WHIRLWIND? 211 
Think about it! This court was harassed, cajoled, threatened—even 212 
sending in a shooter to take out Kavanaugh and his family, angrily 213 
gathering at the homes of Kavanaugh, and Barrett — shaking fists 214 
and ranting threats — oh my, HOW THE HEATHEN DO RAGE 215 
— how they chaff under the restraints of CHRIST'S BANDS AND 216 
CORDS — read Psalm 2. 217 
Did they make sure we all understood our right to protect 218 
ourselves IN OUR HOMES and OUT of DOORS TOO — before 219 
they released Schumer's whirlwind Pelosi's rage, and the violence 220 
of the rest of the lawless thieves in power today? 221 
You've heard Pelosi — using language that would have landed you 222 
or me in jail — threatening — this will not stand. Here is what she 223 
said: "Today, the Republican-controlled Supreme Court has 224 
achieved the GOP's dark and extreme goal of ripping away 225 
women's right to make their own reproductive health decisions."13 226 
See the devils in these people screeching and tearing at their soul in 227 
anger — hear the serpent's tongue flailing about — see the 228 
weakening of Satan's grip as his agents loose theirs — no one has 229 
any desire to interfere with a woman's "reproductive health 230 
decisions," but if that decision results in the murder of another 231 
person, that's where the line get drawn.  232 
But you do understand that the Court did not rule on the question 233 
of whether or not abortion should be legal. All the COURT did is 234 
                                     
13 https://www.speaker.gov/newsroom/62422-1 
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recognize that the Constitution does not guarantee the right of a 235 
woman to murder her baby in the womb— 236 
I understand why they did not go the next step and acknowledge 237 
that as a matter of fact, THE BABY IN THE WOMB DOES HAVE 238 
A CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHT TO LIFE — but at some point that 239 
is going to have to be reckoned with. Presently, it must be hashed 240 
out state by state. 241 
But for all the talk about a Constitutional right to murder an 242 
unborn baby, we've hardly been able to engage the conversation 243 
about the right to life of that unborn baby. 244 
The mental contortions the Burger court performed, the twisting 245 
of logic, the stretching of amendments to the point of utter 246 
distortion, in order to cram into our laws a so-called right to 247 
murder the unborn baby is a study in how malleable is the mind of 248 
all who say in their heart there is no God—something, by the way, 249 
that is denied by hearts in many ways, including by dismissing any 250 
acknowledgment of GOD in the course of our ways in life, or in the 251 
LAWS that govern our ways—this is a DENIAL of GOD in the 252 
heart that has a corrosive effect upon the soul, and corruption that 253 
makes such people NO GOOD — read Psalm 14:1; 53:1 — come to 254 
by Bible class Sunday, I'll sing, "The Fool Hath Said In His Heart," 255 
let's see if Facebook decides to mute another of my original 256 
songs—yeah, they muted the music I WROTE for Psalm 139:23-24 257 
claiming it violates some copyright—I own that music to that 258 
Psalm—anyway! 259 
For not only do I agree with Alito, and his reasoning on this case is 260 
flawless — not only do I agree with Alito, and the five other justices 261 
that joined him in this 6-3 decision (how long has it been since 262 
we've seen that sort of spread in any SCOTUS decision?) but I'll 263 
encourage the court to consider whether in fact there is not a 264 
CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHT TO LIFE — 265 
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I understand that in the matter of abortion there has been a 266 
growing body of science that has allowed us to get a very clear 267 
picture of what God is doing in the wombs of these mothers from 268 
conception—the whole discovery and growing understanding of 269 
DNA — the scientific FACTS of gestation that in every way 270 
support the TRUTH the BIBLE everywhere asserts — the human 271 
baby is a human being from the moment of CONCEPTION 272 
(Psalm 139), where we are given insight into the spiritual activity 273 
going on in the womb, read Jeremiah 1, where GOD is ACTIVELY 274 
shaping that child, determining the hisness or herness of that baby, 275 
even calling the child to his or her purpose in the LIFE He has 276 
ordained for the child — so that the baby in the womb of Elizabeth 277 
recognized the baby in the womb of Mary and, in its own way, said 278 
hallelujah in the presence of the LAMB GOD sent to take away the 279 
sin of the world. Oh my, there is a great deal of spiritual goings on 280 
from the moment of conception — and the idea that anyone would 281 
imagine they have some sort of RIGHT to invade that sanctuary 282 
and with bloody violence attack that child and murder it while it is 283 
being shaped in the hands of its CREATOR is abominable—a 284 
cursed practice for which all participants will be judged in THE 285 
DAY! 286 
But all of this says more than only this, that there is no right to 287 
murder the baby in the womb, it says also that there is a moral 288 
obligation, a RESPONSIBILITY to protect the life in the womb 289 
from such monstrous action, whether it is to serve the racist 290 
agenda of Margaret Sanger, the patron saint of Hillary, or the 291 
population control agenda of Gates — who seem to have so great 292 
an appetite for killing human life they are impatient to wait for old 293 
age, natural decline and death to overtake them, but want to 294 
sterilize our children — you have heard the latest conspiracy 295 
theory battles going down between reporters at Epoch Times and 296 
the oh so trustworthy fact-checkers, like Snopes (Not!) — will it be 297 
yet another of the many "theories" we've seen turn into facts? We've 298 
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all heard Gate's proclaimed population goals, and seen pictures of 299 
the Guide Stones in GA calling for a planet population of 500k—300 
uh, well, we are only about 6 billion 500k away from that goal! 301 
Responsibility to protect life begins in the womb, and continues to 302 
the tomb. 303 
Does the Constitution provide a right to take the life of the unborn 304 
baby? No! Never did, by the way. Even the Roe decision did not 305 
specify a RIGHT TO ABORTION — only a right to privacy 306 
between the doctor and patient so that a doctor performing the act 307 
of murder on behalf of a consenting mother could not be 308 
prosecuted for murder — Truth has sharp teeth! But can it be 309 
argued that in fact the Constitution DOES PROVIDE A RIGHT 310 
TO LIFE? 311 
It would be a straightforward argument. Unlike the effort of the 312 
Burger court to come up with a way to grant abortion rights—an 313 
argument for a Constitutional RIGHT TO LIFE would be relatively 314 
easy to argue. 315 
The same people who crafted the DECLARATION of 316 
INDEPENDENCE also crafted the Constitution. These are related 317 
documents. The first, the Declaration, is the foundation and 318 
fountain of the second, the Constitution. They are intertwined in 319 
such a way that the second grows naturally out of the first, and the 320 
first provides the CONTEXT WITHIN WHICH THE SECOND IS 321 
TO BE UNDERSTOOD. 322 
The Context in which the Constitution was written is this — ALL 323 
MEN ARE CREATED EQUAL AND ENDOWED BY THEIR 324 
CREATOR WITH CERTAIN INALIENABLE RIGHTS. And the 325 
body that signed on to that Declaration, and formalized it into a 326 
LEGAL DOCUMENT essentially declaring the formation of our 327 
INDEPENDENCE from England in the forming of this ONE 328 
NATION UNDER GOD, INDIVISIBLE, with LIBERTY and 329 
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JUSTICE FOR ALL — declared that included in these 330 
INALIENABLE RIGHTS reserved to all men as an inalienable right 331 
endowed to them by their CREATOR are these — THE RIGHT 332 
TO LIFE, LIBERTY, AND THE PURSUIT OF HAPPINESS. 333 
The RIGHT TO LIFE stands the foundational right to all others — 334 
LIFE GIVEN BY GOD may be taken by no man, except in the case 335 
that some man, like a doctor invading the womb of a woman with 336 
child intent to slice that child to death — a heinous and vicious 337 
murder of a helpless baby which we now know recoils from the 338 
sharp stabs and slashes of the instrument of its death attempting to 339 
preserve its own helpless life — instinctively defending its RIGHT 340 
TO LIFE against the violent attack of these butchers. A RIGHT TO 341 
LIFE is very easy to establish, and to argue from both reason and 342 
LAW — Next, our courts must recognize the RIGHT TO LIFE 343 
extends to human life from conception in the womb to internment 344 
in a tomb. 345 
I have lit the lamps in the Church belfry arch and now you let me 346 
know if you see them.  347 
Email me by going to our web site at branmassage.net. That’s 348 
brainmassage.net. Find the CONTACT button and send me an 349 
email. You can make it short if you like and just type: LIGHTS ON! 350 
IN fact, there is a button available to identify your correspondence 351 
as lights on or lights off. 352 
You can leave a message on our Listener Response Hotline: 353 
805.314.2114. Same thing. You are busy, I get it: call and just say, 354 
LIGHTS ON if you agree with me, and LIGHTS OFF if you don't. 355 
God bless you. God bless America! I’ll see you in Church. 356 


